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Mental health conditions such as anxiety disorders significantly
impact on the quality of life of sufferers, their physical health and
psycho-social functioning. Given the high prevalence and extent
of impairment inflicted on affected individuals, the economic cost
to public health is substantial. Professor Christine Larson at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, USA, seeks to identify new and
more effective targets for intervention by better understanding
the relationship between brain function, cognitive processing,
and emotion.

From Survival to Pathology
From an evolutionary perspective,
our survival depends on the rapid
identification of threats in the
environment. Known as the fear
response, this detection of threat occurs
quickly and automatically without the
need for detailed processing of the
immediate situation. In a life or death
situation, such as being faced by a
predator, it is critical to react quickly
and decisively to maximise the potential
for successful ‘flight or fight’.
In modern-day life, however, this
mechanism may malfunction leading
to psychopathological states, such
as anxiety disorders. While some
psychological unease and discomfort
is an inherent experience at some
periods through our lives, in more
severe and extreme forms it becomes
a pathological reaction, significantly
impacting on the quality of life of
sufferers, their physical health and
also their psycho-social functioning.
Symptoms of clinical anxiety, such as

generalised anxiety disorder, include
recurrent, intense worries and fears
in relation to everyday situations
accompanied by physiological
responses such as shaking, sweating
and difficulty in breathing.
Understanding the links between brain
function, cognition, and emotion is
fundamental to better understanding
and treating common clinical disorders.
Fear and the Amygdala: Links to
Anxiety
A large and established body of research
implicates the amygdala, a small
almond-shaped mass of cells in the
brain, as being critical to fear responses.
Laboratory research in animals has
shown that lesions to the amygdala
inhibit their usual fear responses to
threat stimuli. In humans, neuroimaging
studies of the brain have shown
increased activation in the amygdala
when participants are viewing negative
stimuli, such as fearful faces.
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Professor Christine Larson and her
team at the University of WisconsinMilwaukee, USA, extended this work by
using functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) to explore the underlying
relationship between dispositional
anxiety and amygdala activity, and the
links with performance on an emotional
working memory task. Working memory
is the mental process through which we
hold information in mind for immediate
use (such as when we rehearse a
telephone number). Working memory

‘Our long-term goal is to characterise the neurobiology of cognitive-affective
factors that confer risk for long-term distress in the aftermath of a trauma,
ultimately with the goal of identifying individuals in most need of early
intervention.’

has only limited capacity, and as such,
there is only so much information we
can hold in our immediate mind at any
one time).
In the emotional working memory task
used by Professor Larson and her team,
threatening faces were used to assess
the ability of participants to remove
their working memory bias away from
fearful stimuli in order to effectively hold
neutral stimuli in working memory. The
team found that heightened amygdala
activity as assessed using fMRI was
associated with poorer performance on
the emotional working memory task,
and that this effect was greater in those
participants with higher dispositional
anxiety, which was assessed using a
self-report measure. These findings are
important because dispositional anxiety
is associated with increased risk for
later developing clinical anxiety, and
this seems to be driven by increased
amygdala activity in response to threat.

Brain Networks Underlying Anxiety
Much work in laboratory animals
has focussed on identifying the brain
networks between different parts of
the brain associated the learning of
fear responses, and the unlearning of
these –also known as fear extinction. As
you might expect, the amygdala plays
an important role, as do the parts of
the brain associated with learning and
memory, such as the hippocampus.
Research in animals has shown that
successful fear extinction depends
on plastic changes in connectivity
between these regions that happened
during extinction learning. Much less
work, however, has been conducted in
humans so such changes in connectivity
are not so well understood.
Professor Larson and her team
conducted a study to address this by
examining the underlying mechanisms
of fear extinction in human participants.
Participants underwent fMRI scanning to
detect changes in connectivity between
key brain regions of interest, including
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the amygdala and hippocampus, while
completing established paradigms
for the learning and extinction of
fear responses. Unexpectedly, they
found that participants with higher
levels of dispositional anxiety did not
demonstrate weaker fear inhibition
connectivity pathways in the brain,
but rather, a strengthening of the
fear expression pathways during
extinction training. In other words, for
individuals with dispositional anxiety,
a maladaptive strengthening of fear
responding meant that attempts
to reduce or extinguish this were
unsuccessful.
Phobias, Fear, and the Amygdala
In a separate line of research, Professor
Larson and her team explored whether
phobic reactions may also depend
on amygdala activity. A phobia is a
specific type of anxiety disorder in
which individuals have an intense and
irrational fear of objects, places, or
situations. Common examples of these
include heights, spiders, and snakes. In

measures of anxiety and harm avoidance and who were simply
resting in the scanner (rather than completing any form of
specific task as in their earlier studies). Previous researchers
had identified disruption to several brain connectivity networks
in depression and anxiety. To their surprise, Professor Larson
and her team did not replicate these findings in terms of
participants’ dispositional anxiety, and there was no apparent
relationship between anxiety and harm avoidance, suggesting
that these are separate psychological constructs. However,
they demonstrated that harm avoidance is associated with
disrupted functional connections in key networks which
the researchers suggest reflect difficulties in the ability of
individuals to distract their attention from feared objects or
situations.

the UK for example, spiders are rarely venomous to the extent
that they could harm a human, but spider phobia is extremely
common. Although an individual with a specific phobia may
know that their fear is irrational, they are unable to inhibit their
excessive fear reactions associated with it, with a debilitating
effect on their daily lives.
Using fMRI to assess amygdala activity, Professor Larson and
her team compared the reactions of female participants who
were either spider-phobic or non-phobic to pictures that
contained either spider stimuli, negative stimuli, or neutral
stimuli. By closely examining the time-course of amygdala
activity in response to the pictures, they identified that the
amygdala of spider-phobic individuals responded much more
quickly to pictures of spiders than to the other types of pictures
and also when compared to the non-phobic individuals. The
researchers suggest that individuals with phobias are ‘over
tuned’ to respond to information related to the target of their
specific phobia.
The Underlying Brain Networks of a Personality Trait
Harm avoidance is a personality trait in which individuals
tend to avoid specific situations that they perceive as being
dangerous (rather than those that are objectively considered
dangerous). An example might that of being overly concerned
and worried about being in an unfamiliar situation that others
feel comfortable about.
Personality traits, such as harm avoidance, reflect relatively
stable characteristics associated with an individual over the
course of their lifetime and for this reason, are likely to have
established brain connectivity networks. However, much less
is known about such brain connectivity networks than for
diagnosable disorders such as anxiety and depression, which
are likely to fluctuate in presence and severity over time.

Building on Progress
The work already conducted by Professor Larson and her team
has shone new light on how anxiety disorders and specific
personality traits are underpinned by specific brain activity and
connectivity between regions. Understanding these underlying
processes and how they relate to cognitive processing and
emotion is critical to the development of novel and muchneeded interventions for mental health difficulties.
Professor Larson and her team are taking all this work forward.
They now plan to further unravel the individual differences
in both anxiety and vulnerability to anxiety. They also plan
to identify the genetics associated with the brain function
correlates of key cognitive processes such as learning and
extinction of fear responses in anxiety that they so elegantly
demonstrated in their previous research.
Finally, Professor Larson and her team are also turning their
attention to posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), a psychiatric
disorder that for some individuals, develops in the aftermath
of trauma. PTSD is associated with significant distress and
impairment, high rates of co-morbidity with other disorders
such as anxiety and depression, as well as risk of suicidality.
Exposure to trauma is extremely common and not everyone
exposed to trauma develops PTSD. What is critical is that we
don’t know what factors in the immediate post-trauma period
predict the development of later PTSD for an individual.
Professor Larson and her team now plan to utilise their
extensive knowledge base and experimental methodologies
to better understand which individuals are at risk of
developing PTSD after trauma. In a concluding note, Professor
Larson explains, ‘Our long-term goal is to characterise the
neurobiology of cognitive-affective factors that confer risk for
long-term distress in the aftermath of a trauma, ultimately
with the goal of identifying individuals in most need of early
intervention.’

Professor Larson and her team used fMRI to explore the
connectivity between brain networks in a sample of young
and healthy participants who had completed questionnaire
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